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1. Introduction 
The two-dimensional diffraction problem for a half-plane screen 
has been solved by various authors~ both for incident plane waves, 
c.fo eogo ~ , 4 , 7 and for incident cylindrical waves, c.f. e.g. 
2, 3 , 6, 8 G The diffraction problem for cylindrical waves amounts 
to finding a Greenrs function. From this Green 1 s function the solution 
of the plane wave problem can be obtained by letting the source travel 
to infinity. The solution of the plane wave diffraction problem~ hence~ 
is a limiting case of a Green rs function. 
In the present paper these well-known solutions will be rederived 
by a method which uses a Riemannian plane of two sheets with a branch-
point at the edge of the screeno The solution for the half-plane di~-
fraction problem with either Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions 
at the screen will be shown to depend on a Green's function for the 
full Riemannian plane, this function being uniquely determined by 
requiring that~ on both sheets of the Riemannian plane, it vanist 
at infinity in a suitable wayo 
To fix ideas introduce pol a 1~ c oord ina tes r J 0'" with O < r < co and 
-21t < 1" < 2--n; in the Riemannian plane in such a vJay that the scree11 
coincides with the half-ray ~=0 and the edge of the screen with the 
origino A cut along the screen separates the Riemannian plane in a 
sheet O < r <co, 0< 'JJ < 21'C and a sheet O < r < oo, -21e < V< Oo In optical 
language these ·cwo sheets may be called ''real space'' and 11 virtt.1al 
space '1 res1:,ec tively o 
Let G r.,tr.,r _,,:t ., 0< r_,r < ooJ -2,c.:::: t7J v < 2'1C, be a Green 1 s 
0 0 0 0 
function 3 defined in the Riemannian plane without reference to the cut, 
which vanishes in a suitable way at infinity and which has a unit po1nt-
source at . This Green's function satisfies L r,'IJ'G r:;v;r 0 , ~o -··· 
-1 
..... -r dr r-r 
0 
Now consider a 11 real 11 source., ioeo a 
0 < v < 2w J and its refiection with 0 
source lying in real space, or 
res pee t to the half-ray 7" =0 c This 
is a r1virtual 11 source, i .. e <) it 
• 
lies in virtual space; and with it a 
Green's function G r,v,r ~-v 
0 0 
0 0 
is associated .. Next construct the functio1·) 
- G r :; it~ r O , - ?J-0 
This function satisfies the at infinity as G 
-Oo 0 0 0 0 0 
if the differential operator Lr~~ is symmetric in if, or Lr,~ =Lr~-~ 0 
satisfies the differential equation 
L r,iJ G 
by - v o 
r , 17.:; r O , ~ 
Using the 
r., - vJ 1,, , v 
0 0 
-2-
-1 1 
-r & r-r " v-v· .. In this equation rep ace 
0 0 
symmetry relation for L r 3 v vvc find 
1 -1 
-r- df r-r cl -v-v =-r il r-r J' J' +v .. This, 
0 0 0 0 
howeverJ is the differential equat1011 for G r:;iJ·~r ,-i7 .. Assuming 0 0 
the conditions at infinity strong enough to secure a unique solution 
of the differential equationJ we hence have the identity 
which holds ror different ia 1 operators vJhich a re symmetric a 1 in 7/ . 
' 
It now follows from 1 .. 1 vanishes for v =0. 
The has one real and one virtual source and 
hence is a Green 1 s function for real space, 
screen. 
In a eimilar way we find that 
G r.,v.,r ~J' : G 
0 0 
which vanishes at the 
represents a Green's function for real space whose normal derivative 
vanishes at the screen V=O. 
It is seen that the applicability of the method of images, hence~ 
depends on the symmetry properties of the differential operator . 
• 
ec1ua t 1 on wr1. ic~ r1, 
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C • 
t· t ,_, 0 C - ~-Je find 
2.2 
denotes the Laplace transform of y. Since v1e are interested 
in the quasi-stationary solution only, the right-hand member of 
2.2) is put equal to zero. Another way to finci the quasi-stationary 
solution, is to ·rJut ,y == <p ex·t:) i kct. rr,hc :res1.1ltinr; ciifferential 
eq_ua t ion then is 
1"") f"") dL. c.. ,~ .. ) e> ,. 
+ + 
1.( ,_. 
'f () ~ 2.2 1 ' ' l:-
cJy c)X 
1rl1e t·ormer n1ethoc1 is 1)referred in this 'f)8l)er"l, rnainly because then 
t:p must sL1111:>ly var1ish at j_nfini ty, i11hils·t it1 th€:: latter n1ethocl ~ 
must satisfy there ·the more intricate [30111n1erfeld rndiation conditi()tl ~ 
Ot1r starting J)Oint, her1ce, v'Jill be th.c rnod ified Helmholtz equation 
' 
In accordance with the argwnent in section 1 we \~ill derive 
the Green's function associated with equation for a Riemannian 
plane of t\11Jo sheets. This f·t1nction satisfies the differential ec1uatior,1 
The 
of 
At 
➔ ➔ 
-,Y(r-r 
. 0 ill 
r"") 3" ~ ., 
- .. 
~-function here represents a unit-source in one of the sheets 
the Riemannian nlane . 
.. 
infinity the Green's function will be required to satisfy the 
condition 
,. ➔ •"+ lim Gtr,r - O. 
0 r .,_ -,► oo 
2. lt 
The case of an incident plane wave, which by a limiting process 
can be obtained from the case of a Green's function, will be treated 
independently. Since no source occurs in any finite region, the 
governing equation, again is given by 2.2 . At infinity the con-
dition 2.4 holds again, except for the direction of the incident 
wave. In that direction the solution r should tend to the function 
9'1 that represents the incident ~,ave .. Tl1e functio11 'f obtained i11 tl1.is 
way describes an incident plane wave in the Riemannian plane. Since 
' 
-4-
it can be regarded to be a special case of a Green's function, the 
solution of the half-plane diffraction problcn1, again, can be found 
by adding or subtracting the reflected function . 
• 
-• • 
• 
• 
• 
' 
3 (> Pla11e waves 
As stated in the pre8eding section the governing differential 
equation in the case of incident plane t~aves reads 
-
0 
l-
+ _l>~ 2 
- p 'I' .. 02 
-ay 
An incident plane wave, which mal{cs an angle 
with the screen is represented by 
cp .. 
l 
~ +y 
0 
sin it' 
0 
v 
0 
0 < 
3.1 
v' <27C 
0 
3.2 
where the coordinate system is chosen :1.n SL1cl1. a way !J that the screen 
• 
coincides with the positive X-axis. No~1 iµtroduce a Riemannian plane 
with one branch-point, which coincides witt1 the edge of the screen. 
By means of a parabolic transformation this Riemannian plane is mapped 
on an ordinary one. In the sequel \·.1e i·Jill try to solve our 1Jroblem 
by aid of the method of se1Ja ra tio11 of var~-, ables O Tl12 a1Jplica tion of 
-
this method is simplified consideralJly J_f the incicJent i1ave itself 
assumes a separated for1n in parabolic coordinates. Fortunately this 
can be achieved by judiciously choosing the axes of the parabolic 
coordinate systemo In effect by putting see figure·l 
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fig.1 The parabolic transformation 3~3 
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V = 0 J 
~1hicl1 c11fferential equations determi11e 1)ar1 ab()lic cylinder functions@ 
It 1s f 01-1r1d that 3.4 sa tisf1.cs ') q 
.J .. . ... for n=1. In general a 
' 
solutio11 of will have the form of an inf'inite series of products 
of parabolic cylinder functions. In the preoent case, however, it 
seems plausible to try in the first instance a solution containing 
the terr11s for r1ffi--•1 onl·y. In that case inder)(:t1c1e11t s0J.utio11s oi"' 3 .9 
are 
· J . "l Oc 
In • Vl8lt\J of the conditions 
? ll 2 
-r)t 1t ' ' ··-
-00 ("'\ 
: c. V 
.. PV· ,. 
- ·,:; e ..... . 
0 
and 
e C1 , 3.10b· 
3 . "'1 Od 
and 3.10d cannot occur. We thus are led 
3.7) the functions (3.10a 
to suppose a solution of 
the forn1 
.. 
' 
·" ·o ~ -•--A e 2,. 
For u ... -,. .. oo it follows from 
9J . ·,► A . 'Jt",,l•p 
which is identical with condition 
IJ l"j C. C: 
u -v 
-oo 
3 .11 that 
1 2 2 2·P u -\r e 
u 
J 
? 
-nt- ·:it e ~ a - • 
3.8. provided we 
3.11 
p 1'C • 
• • 
- i •~-
I 
Substitution of this value for A in J.11 finally yields 
2 7 2 2 u 
-:-2·;- iJ U - V 
e - -·tJt d t e 
2 2 -oo 
u -v erfc 
1 
3.'12 
This function satisfies all conditions and thus validates our 
initial guess, that only the solutions of 3a9 with n=-1 play a part 
in the present problem. lie also could have started with a trial 
solution in the forn1 of a series of products of parabolic cylinder 
functionso We would then have found, of course, that all expansion 
coefficientsJ except one, became zero. 
Equation 3o12 describes the behaviour of an incident plane 
wave in a Riemannian plane of two sheets with one branch-point. 
Before constructing a solution of the half-plane diffraction problem 
with Dirichlet or l'Jeu1·aann conditions at the screen by n1eans of the 
method of images, we 111ust ascertain, that this 1nethod is applicable . 
• 
The screen is given 1Jy x > 0,, y=Oo or v=u ta11 ;)- it· , and reflection 
., .,,. ~- 0 
should be carried out with respect to ·this line. It is easily seen 
,- l r") 
~ ' 
_ u.,v =:; t1'- •!·- vL- is svm-
-
metric with respect to every line through the o~igin. An analysis, 
analogous to that given in section 1 for polar coordinates, then 
shows that the method of images indeed is applicable if reflection 
is carried out with res1~ect to a line through the origin. The image 
fig.2 
1 
~.( P' of a 1Joint P u,v with respect to 
• 
:._ the line v==u tan _;,\. v is the point 
. 2 0 
,~~. 0 . 
' 
• 
. ; 
-
·- P U V 
,:; 
p 1 U COS ti~ +v Sin ?/ J 
0 0 
u sin ir -v cos 0 . 
'Ilhe reflection <fr of the field 
3.12 then is 
... 
• 
1 ";'.~ 1J 
_.. __ e 2 .. 
2 
2 2 
·u -v sin 
-u p cos i7 -0 . p sin rr0 . ,, 
3.13 
We can reduce 3.12 and 3.13 to a more familiar form by introducing 
polar coordinates r., v 1Jy means of 
U = 2 r COS ·1 11 - l,·} 
0 
v = 2 r sin 
Substitution of these values in 3.3 yields 
x == r cos v , y 
as it should be. The sc1"een is given by 
and 3.13 become 
" r sin 
ii ==0 3 and the solutions 3.12 
-8-
erfc - 2}_)r COS 3.15 
cos v+'ll'o f er c - ; 
• 
40 Green 1 s function. First method 
In general a cylindrical wave can b8 decomposed in plane waveso 
For the full one-valued x-y plane this decompositio11 appears ir1 the 
following reductiono 
Green 1 s function for the full one-valued x-y plane, belonging 
to the modified H0lmholtz equation 2.2 is that solution of 
0 
., ' "2" -
uy 
2 lJ G 
0 
--
- d X-X 
0 
which vanishes at infinity. In fact 
where 
G 
0 
R .. -
pR 
2 
x-x + 0 
, 
y-y 
0 
2 
or, =in polar coo rd ina tes x 
Ya 
r C O S 1..,J' ; y 
R 2 2 . r +r -2rr cos ?J-77 
0 0 0 
r S :1_ 11 -J· , X 
0 
is the distance 1:>etweer1 the 1Joints 1~ ~ v and Cl .. 
4 .. 1 
4.2 
4.3 
Us in g a vv e 11-1-c11 o v1n 
Bessel function K, 402 
0 
integral representation for the rnodified 
y 
,; \ 
,,.. ' f.l 
I~- ,. \ o 
... 
fig G ~3 
r ,...._ 
r 
' .. -
,I 
R 
"'e \ ~ 
' 
-00 
. : ,... 
I P 1 Tl q I A 
can be v1ri·tten as 
exp -i)Rcht dto 
l\Tovv define 
R i8 e r e 
0 
" l 
Hence 
Ret 
t+i 
r e 
0 
compo figo3 
v 0 i1' 
- re 
-J~ -8 
0 
0 
Substitution of 4.6 in 4.4 gives 
1 
4-rt 
-00 
exu 
1-
-1,) r C OS ,J- - 8- i t 
""" 1. 0 0 exp pr cos ~-a-it dt .. 
4.4 
4.5 
0 4.6 
The factor exp pr cos ~-6-it in the integrand has the form of 
a plane wave which is ''inclined'' over an 1'angle 11 e+i·c to the x-axis" 
The :factor exp -pr cos ·v -e-it "i may be regarded as a kind of ampli-
o 0 
tude. In 4.7, hence 3 the decomposition of a cylindrical wave in 
plane waves is achieved" 
The representation 4.7 of the Green's function for real space 
can be used for the dete~nination of the Green's function for the 
Riemannian plane in the 
the incident plane 
at infinity to the 
ll'Ja ve 
following wayo In the preceding section, 
for Riemannian plane was required to tend 
prescribe the same requirement for the respcictive Green's functionso 
Si11c e 
terms 
C 
,.,.. •,--i 
l!J the i"! r i:.=, e n I f' f ·iun ~ -;- -..L" 0 ··1 f1 r)· 1--> ·L-~ ,·· \ a J-1 Cl -·-) a- C e· 1· s r~ x-1) r., e Q s e C\ i 11 U "--" ,:.) _, v L -· \... •. ••* (. _ 0 l- L. • _, L •-' 
0 -r 
.L i11cic]en~c tJlar)e lvaves this sim·ply m2a11s that ,. ll1 4.7 these 
plane waves have to be replaced by the corresponding plane waves in 
the Riemannian 9lane; .;L· i-:::. 11 ' 7 
- o "'... • -J V 
__ .. 
erfc -\2pr cos½ ~-8-it 
• 
, 
The Gree11' s ft1nctior1 fo1"') the Rie111annian plane hence beco1nes 
00 
G r:, 1J., r J v 
0 0 
--
~, 
s~ -0() 
eXD r -1JRch t erfc ~ - 2L)r cos·} 'if-8-i t dt ~ 
4.8 
The remaining part of this section will be devoted to reducing the 
representation 408 to 
1 
4-rr; -00 
a 1.---s h 2 
exp -pRchy dy, 
rr 
0 
4.9 
If this Green's function is used for constructing Green 1 s functions 
for rea 1 space with Dirichlet or Neu1nann c and :L tions at a ha lf-1Jlane 
the results are MacDonald rs formula 6 . The following reduction of 
408 to 409 is due to Lauwerier 5 
• 
-
In 
G 
4.8 
1 
we 
00 
introduce the substitution t=u -i ~ -8 
0 0 
-
• 
II \·Je then find 
-00 0 ~ 0 0 - 4., 1 O 
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-
- 2pr 7 _ ,._ ,. t:). ,. C O S _2:. v ··- v - l l.l () 0 
For the complementary error function the following inte~ral repre-
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,-,,,"\ 
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-,,; < Re < 1'C 0 4.12 
-11-
A simple direct derivation of 4.12 was given 1)y Lauwerier 
' 4o12 If 
by means of the property erfc -z =2-erfz we also have 
G 1 
g 
-
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exp -p R cosh t dt + g~ 
1 00 
B 7t -·"oo 
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4.14 becomes 
(X) 
5 0 
o However, 
4.14 
g 
-
1 
8 -co cosh - x+½i 
exp 
-00 
-pr cosh x+y -pr 0 cosh x-y _ 
dy dx" 
The integral over y is of type 4.4 an(l yields a modified Bessel 
function. In effect 
1 00 r r) dx ) . K c_ ·t-2·! r r s l nh (_ X 4015 g lJ r+r - 0 0 0 0 4 l • i:r- v· cosh -oo x+2-l 0 
It is easily seen that replacing x by -x in 
replacing 2'· - ?J- by - v· + 1' 0 The imaginary pa rt 
0 0 
4o15 is aequivalent to 
of g, hence, vanisheso 
Taking the real part we find 
g - 1 2 2-n:; 0 
00 
l(o. P r+r 
0 
The further substitutions sinh x 
where 
g _.__ 1 
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211; 
0 0 
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0 
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yield 
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0 0 
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t (_+1 4.16 
and~ by difrerentiation of g with respect __ to ~, 
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By means 
pR 
...::___.~2 sh (3 ch 2it: 0 
co I'C 
'1 
of the known inte ral 
co 
0 
it is seen that "g 8f equals 
4. '17 
-b 4.18 
2ab 
-12-
,,___1v exp -pR c osh (5 :; f3 > 0.? 
or 3 
g 1 -
00 
exp -pR cash t dt. · 4.19 
Substitt1tion of 4 .19 4.13 finally gives 
G exp -pR cash t dt 3 4.20 
-oo 
J 1 
--,..,.. -
0 0 
with (3 a r cosh 
The integral 4.18 is a special case of a formula of Sonine; a 
simple direct derivation has been given by Lauwerier 5 
The result 4g20 has been obtained under the restriction zl'-v <iC. 
0 
However, it is seen from 4.10 that G is an analytic function of 
that 4.20 isvalidforallvaluesof v-1" .. 
0 
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· 5o Green's functiono Second method 
• 
The 111odified Helmholtz equation rs~.Js :Ln polar coordinates 
X r cos v , y r sin v ) 
cJ t.p + + r ;;, 1,., 
1 
2 
.,. 
L 
r, 
,, 
~-
- p Cf 0. 
The Riemannia11 s1)ace is cielimi ted 1Jy O < r < CX)., -27C < 1"< 2"1t" • A Green 1 s 
funct.1..on G 1..,~v~r !)v vJiJch its singtllarity 1.n r Jv satisfies the 
0 0 0 0 
inhomogeneous equation 
f") 
cJ2G d CG dG 0 ➔- ! -~ '-c1 J· v· - v·· 5.2 • • LJ ;r l~-r 
·2 T - -ar c)v2 r r 0 0 c>r 1 •• 
or, p1.,1tting iJ·· o: + v··· a~ 
r, 0 
a c.::G 
r ' c>G + 
dLG 2 
rG _;y ;r 5o3 -1- ·,J r-r ex 2 -•) 0 il·r r ~ 0 c>r ~(XL. 
It follovJr.; :from 5 o 3 that G is an even function of ex • vle 110w try 
a trigonometric expansion for G. Since G is an even function of ex.. ., 
only cosine ter1n can occur. Also, since in the Rie1nannian space the 
two pairs of coordinates r•:i-:t and r,v·+4-rc ret)resent the same 
point, the cosines must have periods 4~. The expansion, hence, 
must be of the forrn 
G --
Substitution of 5o4 
rA 1'+A r -
n1 rn 
0 
A 
111 
in 5.3 
2 
m 2 A-Dr mL 
•• gives 
r-r 
0 
Multiplication by 
yields 
Co e:< 1...J -)nc-t.. and integration over the in-'cerval 
where 
rA 11 + At -
t. 
0 
1n m 
and 
2 
m A 
111 
2 
- ·i) r 
I. 
A 1n 
€. -- 2 ln?:,1 o 
m 
- r-r . 0 ~ 
The solution of this inhomogeneous modifj_cd Bessel equation 
given by 
t 
m I l)r ½n1 
A f. 
n1 1n I{L pr 
2 n1 
. First consider the case 
00 
G 
m .. 0 
£. 
m 
I( l D l"') r ~ ro., , 2-111 i.: 0 
I ·1 ~ 11 pr r , 
-,: ~ 111 0 0 c.. 
r :Sr . Substitution of 
0 
I-
-~m 
I 
P r c o s ·,;- m C( 0 .:::;. J 
• • 
:Ln 5.4 
5.4 
,, 
lS 
5.5 
-yields 
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or, 1 00 G I 1·c 
c.111 -LJr r)r cos mcx. 41v l m 1n l 0 0 1n 5.6 CD 
+ I IC , l -) 1, pr~ cos 1n +-2- (X. 2-n: ! 1 ~-111 ~1-·2· <l • n·1 ~-~; 0 m 0 ,_ 
The first series in 506 :1_ s a i~ e 1 J_ -1-cn o 11-1 n re l) re s en ta t i o 11 of l( lJ R 
0 
.. -
. Denoting the second series by tF «, 0 0 
5.6 can be written in 
G 1 4TC 
--
If we put ·p= 
2 
K pR F l ex. T 
0 
co 
I l)r m+1. 2-
m--0 
s ~ a singl.e 
for1n 
. . ' 
1 V "1 
-pRcosh \ exp 1'C L -
-(X) 
I( l I l) r cos m+·'• (X - --2 • m-+-·2- 0 
, 
·cerm 
21 - r 
+.I. m2 
s 1{ I r s ., 
m+2 o 
is the Laplace transform of 
1 I 1 
r ra+·~; 
c:. 
rr0 
2t exp 
2 2 
r +r0 
- . "'"1.j'· 
. . t • 
y +F 0(. 5.7 
s.s 
5. '10 
Since the case r ~~ r 
0 
can be obtained from the case t~ ~ r by inter-
-..;:: 0 
the same inverse Laplace 
trans f orn1 j_f r ~ r .. 
0 
By means of the 1,cnown t1 ep re se11 ta 1c ior1 
v·J e c an l\i rite 
rr1 ! t 
Hence F ex~ s 
m! 
5 Q /lO i11 the 
2 2 
1,., + r 
0 
4;_ L,, 
-1 
form 
1 
/ 1:-i 1~ 
0 
Jf t" 
-u 
m+l . -·-':) 
~ 
1 
t 
r:? ( 2 2 r -1-r 
0 
1 
0 . ' 
.1 .... · ... e X 11 { -+7Ct L \ 
is the Laplace 
'1 rro 
t 4-tc·t· exp -
1 .. 00 
--- J_ O!. Re e2 
m .. -·o 
-'1 
-1 
ut ffi:::::: ~ 
exp 
2 2 
r +r0 
- . 4"t .. 
rr 0 1-u ·1i ·t .... 
-1 
rr0 
1:, t 
-1 
2 m 1-u exp -
- lTI 2 
1-L1 exp 
rr u 
0 
rr u 
0 
2t 
r. · n1 c 1-ll 
rr 0 l1 du 1 
.,_ .. ·-2 t COS 111+2 CY. m! 
rn rr 0 
u 2 ~ clu l<X. exp e - 2t m! 
5.11 
du --
'"1u u . 
f • m. 
• 
Interchanging integration and sumrna tion a11d performing the Sl-1mmation 
gives 
1 rr F C(., t 0 Re exp ''"' .... 
-~:,ct -t t 
By means of the substitution 
F Ct..,t 
where 
i ,, 
_.;-- l()(. 
+ e 2 
is transformed in 
R 
2t 
a rsinh 
R2 
exp - t Re 
1 ' 
e-2- lOl. 
- ✓1 
R 
. ~,., r 
1. 0 
ex1J 
' 
-l 
rr 0 
exp"' -
·11 t I 
... 
sinh yJ 
R2 ~ h2 sin y 
..... . , 
~ 0 2 lC( -lOl. du ue +e • 
• 
5 .12 
2R- 1 rr rr 
'-- .... 0 . 0 . 
Defor1n4.ng the pa th of integration in such a v,Jay that it runs along 
the imaginary axj_s from -i' to the origin and along the real axis 
from the origin to~, it is easily seen that these two parts deter-
mine the imaginary and the real part of the integral respectively. 
Hence 
exp -
2t \ 7C t "-1-t 0 
.. =• 
R 
exp - .tt sir1:1. y , ·•-- 1!t .. , cosl-i y dy. 
Retu1.,ni.ng to the function F C(, s \t-Je have 1Jy Laplace transfor1nation 
of 5.13 
F O(_,S 
00 
½itR ;ct 
½~R 
0 
J 
0 
(.➔ 
I 
0 
11 
-
2 exp 
7':• t 
-ts-
2 R 
'-+-t 0 
r- 2 2 R sinh y 
. 4 t .. 
exp 
- • 
0 4 t " ,, 
coshy dy dto 
1'-Tow interchange the integrations a 11d ~)ut 
The result is 
/3 1 
- -~-
cos 11. 2 y 
0 
/3 .. l ' 
- . 
t 
00 
-co 
OJ 
R 
exn l. 
X h e cosy . 
--f{ s c osl1y c oshx c1x dy 
c ashy dy dt 
2R s cosh 2 y coshy coohx dx dy, 
0 0 
or, by means of the integral re·9retJentation 
co 
F r;1..., s 
Since 
5 o 14 equals 
K )) z cash vx exp --z coshx dx, 
7 21-1 s · - d 
l cosh 2 y I(,_ RS coshy ·yo 
ii:; 0 -c.· 
iC 
2z 
-z e ., 
Remembering that 
becomes 
G 1 
/"' 
-1b-
exp-Rs cash y dyo 
2 S=P it follows from 
exp -p R cash y dy~ 
-00 
in accordance with 409 • 
that Green's function 
-'17-
6. C onlrrlenta ry 
In the present paper the two-dimensional half-plane diffraction 
problem with Dirichlet or Neu1nann conditions along the half plane 
has been solved 1Jy means of a Green's function for a two-valued 
Riemannian l)lane. S1-1ch a Green's f .. t1nctio11 has one logarithmic 
singularity and vanishes at the boundary of the region, t.e. at 
in:f ini ty f, 
In the usual direct approach a Green 1 s function is sought for a 
region which extends to infinity, but is also bounded by the half-
plane. Besides the usual boundary conditions and the prescribed 
behaviour at the singularity this Green's function is also required 
to satisfy a condition of quadratic integrability. The question then 
may be raised whether such a condition would not have been necessary 
for the determination of the Green's function for the Riemannian 
plane, in other words, whether the Green's function obtained in this 
paper <> lS unique for the used conditions, Although the conditions are 
known to suffice for a one-valued plane in the case of a modified 
Helmholtz equation, it might be surmised ·that the presence of a 
branch-point l.f\Jot1ld i11troduce a Ll ___ i·'.f'=._,:·:tll tJ'. Tha 1c this is not the case 
can be shown in the following 
The Helmholtz equation 
2 
., . P. + ~ p 
2 2 ox oy 
reads in parabolic coordinates 
cp 
2 
--av 
v-1 a Y " 
~ 2 2 
X=-.:; U -V 
c:. ' 
; Y='LlV: 
2 rJ I') c.. C. 
- l) ll +v <f o. 
The corresponding equation for Green•s function reads 
r;) 
2 
c)Ll 
0 
7) '--a 
2 
~v 
-J· u-u 
0 
The parabolic transformation serves to map the two-valued x-y plane 
on 
to 
a one-valued u-v planeQ In the latter plane, however, G is 
be uniquely determined by· the condition that it vanishes at .. in-
fin~ty. It, hence, is also uniquely determined in the original two-
valued x-y planeo 
Considering the two m thods which in the present paper were used 
for obtaining the Green's function the first method constructs it 
out of plane waves with a variable angle of incidence. In the second 
method a general technique for obtaining a series representation or 
a Green's function is used. An analysis, a\cin to that of Mac Donald 
1 ( \ - b--
6, then transforms this series in an integralo 
Both methods have in common that.!# although use is n1ade of a two-
valued R~emannian planeJ paths of integration which occur during 
the evaluations~ always lie in a one-valued complex plane~. In this 
respect they differ from Sommerfeld I s original 111ethod 2 , 7 
which uses paths of integratlon which lie in multi-valued complex 
Riemannian planes . 
• 
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